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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Contribution of This Research

As natural language processing (NLP) systems grow more sophisticated, they 

need larger and more detailed lexicons. This seems to become all the more true as NLP 

systems get bigger and move out of the laboratory, into applications that require more 

information in each lexical entry. This research involves one of the most important areas 

of the attempt to make computer systems available in Arabic. My focus is on an 

investigation of lexical-semantic relations that can be used for not only building a 

thesaurus for information retrieval but also for parsing and text generation applications. A 

lexical-semantic relation is a rule that links words together.

Natural language processing (NLP) systems need a large amount o f explicit 

information for each vocabulary item known to the system. Different applications, in turn, 

require different information in each lexical entry. As far as we know there is no Arabic 

Thesaurus for computers available at this time, so I am developing a Thesaurus for Arabic 

that can be used in information retrieval, text generation and other applications in natural 

language.

To find the relationships between words, I looked in many Arabic dictionaries and 

discussed the problem with some Arabic linguists and they suggested that Synonyms, 

near-Synonyms, Antonyms, and indications of Taxonomy, Part-Whole, and Grading 

relations can be found in Arabic language dictionaries. They also suggested that many 

other relations exist in Arabic Lexicography and can be used for developing a thesaurus.
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The goal of this research is to develop a list of lexical-semantic relations for 

Arabic, and to use them in building a thesaurus for the vocabulary extracted from 258 

Arabic abstracts of papers in computer science in machine readable form. This thesaurus 

is designed to support several natural language applications including information 

retrieval. For many years, researchers have been trying to improve retrieval performance. 

One direction of these studies is to test the usefulness of a relational thesaurus in 

improving retrieval performance in Arabic.

Several experiments have been done in the past using a relational thesaurus to 

improve the effectiveness of information retrieval systems containing English documents. 

Fox [1981] performed a series of experiments on the SMART system and found that 

using a relational thesaurus improved the performance of the system. Evens et al. [1985] 

and Wang et al. [1985] demonstrated the efficacy of the thesaurus as well. Abu-Salem 

[1992] used a thesaurus built by Al-Khrisat [ 1992a,b] to show that relations can also be 

extremely effective in Arabic information retrieval. The relational thesaurus is proposed 

as a new methodology to enhance the effectiveness of Arabic-DRS and to solve the 

problems created by the suffix, infix, and/or prefix chopping method. The advantage of 

this methodology is that the construction of the relational thesaurus is independent o f the 

document collection and the user queries.

Relational models have been used widely in computer science, anthropology, 

linguistics, and psychology [Evens et al., 1983]. A wide study of lexical semantic 

relations was launched in the former U.S.S.R in connection with the development of the 

Explanatory Combinatory Dictionary (ECD) [Apresyan et al., 1970]. Lexical semantic 

relations have been studied by considering what knowledge would be needed in a lexicon
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to support question-answering systems [Evens and Smith, 1978], The resulting set of 

relations motivated an empirical study of the usefulness of lexical-semantic relationships 

in information retrieval [Evens et al. 1985; Fox, 1981; Nutter et al., 1990]. In a combined 

project, an Illinois Institute o f Technology group and a Virginia Polytechnic Institute 

group have built a large relational lexicon from machine-readable dictionaries for use 

with information retrieval systems, using the Collins Dictionary of the English Language 

and Webster’s Seventh Collegiate Dictionary TFox et al.. 1988, Nutter et al., 1990].

Evens et al. [1983] constructed a relational thesaurus, which was used to 

automatically enhance queries with related index terms in a batch information retrieval 

system. The improvement in performance was especially noticeable with a set of ill- 

formed queries that contained few index terms initially. The best results were obtained in 

their batch environment, when all the relations except the antonymy relation were 

combined together.

The classical relations of synonymy and antonymy are marked explicitly in many 

English dictionaries, such as W ebster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary. The entry for 

‘feminine’, for example, includes ‘Syn. female’ and ’Ant. masculine’. Many noun 

definitions involve taxonomy, the species-genus relation, e.g., a ferret is defined as kAn 

animal (Mustela fero) of the weasel family.’ Other definitions involve the part-whole 

relation, the foot is defined as ‘the tournament part of the leg.’

Lexical-semantic relations provide a way to encode information in a form that is 

compact and easy to retrieve. Suppose, for example, that a question-answering system is 

processing a story that begins:
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Nancy was picking heather when she heard a baa. She turned and 
saw a little black lamb in the shade of a large rock. It rose shakily 
to its feet and started to follow her.

To answer the question, ‘What did the sheep do?’ the system must use the information 

that a lamb is a young sheep. This fact could be stored as a predicate calculus formula, for 

example, but the same kind of information must be repeated in lexical entries for kitten, 

calf, and puppy. This information can be expressed more compactly, instead, by the 

lexical relation, CHILD. The lexical entry for lamb need only contain “CHILD sheep” 

while the lexical entry for kitten contains “CHILD cat.”

1.2 Organization of the Lexicon

There are also differing views about how the lexicon ought to be structured. For 

one thing, should syntactic, semantic and pragmatic information be separated, and if so, 

where do we draw the line? Intended use is only one factor in the design of the lexicon. 

Although much successful work has been done using a separate dictionary and 

encyclopedia it is difficult to decide what goes where. One of the basic operations is 

finding words related to a given word.

We prefer to view the lexicon as a large directed graph; the nodes correspond to 

lexical items; the arcs are labeled with relation names. Each relation has an inverse 

[Ahlswede and Evens, 1988a].
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1.3 Historical Background of the Arabic Languages

The Arabic language is a Semitic language with special characteristics that make 

it a difficult language to deal with on a computer. The Arabic alphabet consists of twenty- 

eight characters. Texts are written in three different forms, non-diacritized script without 

vowels, fully-diacritized script with vowels and partially-diacritized. In non-diacritized 

text, like the text we deal with, it is the responsibility o f the reader to determine the 

intended meaning of the word in its context. Arabic script is written from right to left.

Arabic is one of the official languages of the world. There are twenty-two 

countries where Arabic is spoken. It is the language of the Qur’an and is the religious 

language of all Muslim peoples. Arab linguists have been producing studies of the 

language since 656 A.D [Saliba and Al-Dannan in 1989], Therefore, the Arabic language 

was well described and investigated, but some works on the Arabic language are 

interpretations of the previous ones, whose style is difficult for students of today.

Mohamed Esmail Sieny [1985, p. 195] working at the King Saud University 

teaching the Arabic language wrote that:

Arabs were known to be leaders in the field of lexicography for 
many centuries. Probably before the Middle Ages, they were 
the most prolific producers of lexicographic works and 
dictionaries. If we count the ways in which they presented their 
works we will find that there are different types of dictionaries 
produced by Arabs, basically three we may say. The first was 
the general type arranged according to words, the second type 
was the thesaurus, and the third type was terminology 
dictionaries. On the thesaurus side, they started with ‘special 
topic’ dictionaries, such as dictionaries on horses, dictionaries 
on man, on insects, on arms etc., and many of those were 
common in the tenth century A.D. More comprehensive 
thesauri were compiled in the twelfth century. For example, we
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have the best known thesaurus Al-Mukhassas by Iben Sidah. It 
was compiled in seventeen volumes. The author was an Arab 
bom in Andalusia, and he was a blind man. Other ones include 
Figah Al-Lugha by Al-Tha’alibi, adab Al-kaatib by Ibn 
Qutaybah, etc.

Some other languages use the Arabic alphabet, like Urdu, the language of 

Pakistan and some parts of India, and Farsi, the language of Iran. The extensive use of 

Arabic script dates back to the emergence of the Islamic faith.

1.4 Significance of this Research

We have read much previous and current research on lexicon-thesaurus design 

and construction peculiar to other languages. We wondered whether relation based 

approaches would work for the Arabic language. Various theoretical and methodological 

opinions have evolved over the research period, by no means always in a straight line. We 

are interested in what information we need in the lexicon-thesaurus, concentrating on the 

list of lexical-semantic relations. Our interest is in morphological, syntactic and semantic 

feature-like properties of words attached to nodes in a lexical network. Lexical semantic 

relations have been shown to be valuable in language processing in languages as different 

as English, Russian, Papago, and Chinese [Wemer and Schoepfle, 1987]. Earlier 

experiments using a relational thesaurus in Arabic information retrieval by Abu-Salem 

[1992] suggest that this approach can be of use. I propose to provide enough relational 

data so that the Arabic Language Processing Group can experiment with the use of 

relations in parsing and text generation as well as information retrieval.
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1.5 Review by Chapter

Chapter II is a review of the literature. Chapter m  describes my synonymy 

experiment. Chapter IV gives definitions of taxonomy, antonymy, grading, attribute, 

collocational relations, paradigmatic relations and part-whole. Chapter V describes the 

data and the database. Chapter VI gives a description of the thesaurus. Chapter VII 

discusses the morphology and some systematic relations expressed in Arabic by standard 

morphology. Chapter VIE includes a summary and a discussion of possible future 

research.
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter discusses some related research in the area of lexical-semantic 

relations. Researchers who contributed to more than one area may appear in more than 

one section as seems appropriate. The work described in this thesis is inspired and guided 

by much previous work with lexical-semantic relations.

2.1 Applications of Relational Models of the Lexicon

Applications fall into two fundamental categories: computer implementation of 

relational models constructed by anthropologists, linguists, and psychologists in order to 

investigate the implications of their theories or simply to store and manipulate data 

effectively; and lexicons and knowledge bases built by computer scientists, borrowing 

ideas from everywhere, for information retrieval, natural language interfaces, or other 

natural language processing projects.

Apresyan, et al. [1970] designed a dictionary containing explicit information 

about all entries. They named it the Explanatory-Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD). Their 

intention was to provide the non-native speaker of the Russian language with enough 

details about vocabulary to construct correct idiomatic Russian texts. A major feature of 

the ECD was the Lexical Functions (or lexical-semantic relations) that describe the 

relationship of the entry word to other words in its semantic field. They identified 47 

lexical functions (later expanded by Mel’cuk and Zholkovsky [1988] to 53). The lexical 

functions include such traditional semantic relations as synonymy, antonymy and
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taxonomy as well as more specifically lexical relations like S o  which relates verbal nouns 

(motion) to verbs (move) or Ao which relates denominal adjectives (national) to nouns 

(nation).

Casagrande and Hale [1967] studied 800 definitions in Pima and Papago and 

extracted thirteen relations. This set of relations has been used in an information retrieval 

experiment in Chinese [Wan, 1995]. They are listed in Figure 1 in order of frequency in 

their corpus of definitions.

Williams [1966] organized a large semantic network with relations KIND, PART, 

and NAME to describe Japanese food, plant, season, and weather categories.

Evens et al. [1983] studied lexical-semantic relations in anthropology, linguistics, 

computer science and psychology. Work in these fields deals with lexical-semantic 

relations as a model of semantic organization. Evens [1979, 1981 ] explored the use of 

relations to make inferences in answering questions: e.g., given the information “Ted has 

a puppy. His name is Happy,” we cannot answer the question “the pet is a: dog boy toy?” 

without the information that a puppy is a young dog (puppy CHILD dog) and that a dog 

may be a pet (dog TAX pet). Evens has developed an extensive list of relations for 

question answering [Evens and Smith, 1978], and text generation [Ahlswede and Evens, 

1988a, b], and information retrieval [Nutter et al., 1990] and has investigated the relations 

implicit in dictionary definitions [Evens et al., 1987].

Oswald Werner’s work in ethnography began with the Anatomical Atlas of the 

Navajo, in wide use by the U.S. Public Health Service [1969/1981]. It is organized in 

terms of the part-whole relation and the taxonomy relation. He has decided that the ideal 

set of primitive relations consists of just three: Modification, Taxonomy, and Queuing.
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1. Attribution: X has defining attribute(s) Y

burrowing owl: ‘but they are smaJl: and they act like mice and they live in holes.’

2. Contingency: X is normally or necessarily associated with Y. 
to lightning: ‘when it rains, it lightnings.’

3. Function: X is the means of effecting Y 
shovel: ‘with which earth is scooped up.’

4. Spatial: X has a characteristic spatial orientation to Y 
nose: ‘it stands below our eyes.’

5. Operational: X is a characteristic goal or recipient of Y 
bread: ‘which we eat.’

6. Comparison: X is like or unlike Y
wolf: ‘they are rather like coyotes, but they are big.’

7. Exemplification: X has typical co-occurrent Y 
sweet: ‘as sugar.’

8. Class inclusion: X belongs to the class Y 
crane: ‘a bird.’

9. Synonymy: X is the same as Y 
amusing: ‘funny.’

10. Antonymy: X is the negation or opposite of Y 
low: ‘not high.’

11. Provenience: X has source Y 
milk: ‘we get it from a cow.’

12. Grading: X is part of a series containing Y 
Monday: ‘the one following Sunday.’

13. Circularity: X is X
to teach: “if someone teaches us we call it ‘to teach.’”

Figure 1. Relations Identified by Casagrande and Hale [1967]
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While Werner began with relational models of the lexicon and later applied some of the 

same strategies to texts, the Cornell anthropologist Joseph Grimes [1996] has moved in 

the opposite direction. He is probably best known for his work on narrative structures in 

different cultures, but he is now working at the level of the individual word.

The problem of designing and creating a lexicon containing all the syntactic and 

semantic information to support natural language processing over a broad range of 

subject matter is a center of concern for information retrieval.

Ahlswede’s MS thesis [1981] made a systematic effort to identify relations in W7 

adjective definitions, on the hypothesis that defining formulas expressed relations. In his 

Ph.D. Thesis [Ahlswede, 1988], he analyzed W7 definitions to build a lexicon using 

relational primitives. He found about two hundred lexical-semantic relations (“generous 

JCHAR ample,” “nervous JCAUSE2 irritated”).

In [1992b] Ai-Khrisat designed an Arabic lexicon-thesaurus using lexical- 

semantic relations for the computer science sublanguage. He identified some of the 

morphological, syntactic, and semantic relations that can be used for language 

understanding and text generation. The Arabic lexicon was based on the list of keywords 

identified by Abu-Salem in 120 abstracts. He used the set of lexical-semantic relations 

developed by Ahlswede and Evens [1988a] and created a thesaurus containing word- 

relation-word triples.

Hammouri [1994] built an Arabic Lexical Database (ALDB) from 120 Arabic 

abstracts of papers in computer science, to support parsing, information retrieval, and text 

generation. The Arabic Lexical Database contains words and phrases in the computer
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sublanguage. Each contains information about the entry part of speech, and 

morphological information.

Al-Shalabi [1996] designed and implemented an Arabic morphological system to 

support natural language processing applications. This system detects the root and the 

pattern of Arabic words with verbal roots.

Alsamara [1996] carried out further lexicographic research at ITT. He built an 

Arabic lexical database for the computer sublanguage for 242 abstracts from the 

Proceedings of the Saudi Arabian National Conferences. Then he converted the corpus of 

242 abstracts into a machine readable form in an Arabic Windows environment. He 

created a relational database to store lexical entries for nouns, verbs, particles, and 

adjectives in separate tables. The research described in this dissertation makes use of the 

fundamental effort by Alsamara.

2.2 The Nature of Relations

There are many questions about the nature of lexical semantic relations 

themselves. The possible range o f answers depends on whether the relations in question 

are relations between concepts (purely semantic) or relations between words (purely 

lexical) or somewhere in between.

Anthropologists, psychologists, and linguists have all been concerned about the 

fundamental nature of the tools that they employ in model building. Among 

anthropologists Werner, in particular, has been concerned to establish the universal nature 

of his system of relations, which consists of Modification, Taxonomy, and Queuing 

(MTQ) and certain Boolean relations from the prepositional calculus. He has used this
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system in the analysis of texts in languages as far apart as Navajo, English, Hungarian, 

and Rapa Nui (Easter Island) and his students have used these relations to study texts 

from a number of African languages as well [Werner and Schoepfle, 1987],

Riegel [1970] was one of the first psychologists to use relational models to 

describe the organization of memory. He was revolutionary in another way as well; he 

looked at language and memory not in children or college students but in mature adults. 

He also studied the dissolution of language in the aging and in aphasics. Riegel divided 

relations into two fundamental categories depending on their “nature.” Logical relations 

are derived by abstraction from the words themselves. Examples of logical relations are 

superordination (as in table-fumiture) and coordination (as in table-chair). Infralogical 

relations or physical relations are based on the denoted objects, events, or qualities, and 

are a product of abstracting physical features from items. Examples of Riegel’s 

infralogical relations are: parts (as in table-leg), locations (as in zebra-Africa), and 

substance (as in table-wood). MePcuk seems to make the same distinctions, at least 

tacitly, with a distinct preference for the logical as opposed to the infralogical relations. 

When asked why he does not include the part-whole relation among his collection of 

lexical functions, he explained [personal communication to M. Evens] that part-whole is 

“too semantic" and “too vague.”

Becker [1975] has made a strong case for the phrasal lexicon, with the argument 

that when we produce language we seem to use units much larger than single words, 

sometimes even whole sentences. Professional lexicographers seem to agree; more than 

sixteen percent of the entries in Webster’s Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary are headed 

by multi-word expressions. People who work on machine translation are also already
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convinced that they need to store many idiomatic phrases. Admission o f multi-word 

lexical items to a relational lexicon is likely to require a richer stock o f relations to 

describe the organizational structure of the lexicon.

Susanna Cumming [1986 a, b; Cumming and Albano, 1986] contributed to the 

field of lexicon design through the Master Lexicon of the JANUS Project. This lexicon is 

intended to handle all the lexical needs for the grammars associated with the JANUS 

system: RUS, an ATN parsing grammar, and Nigel, a systemic generation grammar. The 

Master Lexicon contains morphological information, syntactic information, semantic 

information, and phrasal entries as well as word entries.

Ahlswede [1988] built a lexical database containing syntactic and semantic data 

from information in Webster’s Seventh Collegiate Dictionary (W7). He investigated the 

role of relations other than taxonomy in the dictionary, and he studied the relational links 

between the entries for the words. Evens has been studying lexical-semantic relations for 

many years [1983]. One focus o f her work is automatic thesaurus construction using this 

analysis of W7’s definitions with Ahlswede. She argues that it is impossible to separate 

lexical and encyclopedic knowledge due to the fact that NLP systems need both 

knowledge about words and knowledge about the world [1981].

Ahlswede and Evens [1988b] describe the design of a relational lexicon for the 

use of the Michael Reese Hospital Stroke Consultant. They structured their lexicon as a 

semantic network with lexical-semantic relations. The lexicon contains semantic, 

syntactic, and pragmatic information to support parsing and text generation. Their 

relational lexicon consists of a set of nodes, one for each entry in the vocabulary. Some of
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the lexical-semantic relations that they present are synonymy, taxonomy (the “is-a-kind- 

o f  ’ relation), and the part-whole relation. Here are some examples of their work:

artery TAX blood-vessel

aphasia DYSFUN speech

cerebellum PART brain

temporal-lobe ABOVE third-nerve

frontal-lobe BEFORE parietal-lobe

reactions PLURAL reaction

weakness STATE weak

Pin-Ngem [19901 built a Lexical Database for English that contains syntactic and 

semantic information for 50,000 words separated by parts of speech. There is information 

about word classification, selection restrictions, lexical semantic relationships, and 

syntax. She used the Collins English Dictionary (CED) as the major source. This lexicon 

was designed to support the needs of most NLP applications, including text generation 

applications, information retrieval and natural language understanding. The lexical 

database has been used in several experiments in information retrieval [Ahlswede and 

Evens, 1988 a, b; Fox et al., 1988; Nutter et al., 1990]. This lexicon is stored in an 

Oracle Relational Database Management System.

Ingria [1987] made an extensive study of verb complements and a compendium of 

verb feature information in natural language processing systems.
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Boguraev [Boguraev et al., 1987, Boguraev and Briscoe, 1987, Boguraev, 1987] 

built the British National Lexicon on the basis of automatic analysis o f the Longman 

Dictionary of Contemporary English at the University of Cambridge. Boguraev then 

moved to IBM, and he is now at Apple, but still involved in problems of Lexicography.

2.3 Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary

An Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary (ECD) is an essential component of any 

full-fledged linguistic description within the Meaning-Text Model (MTM). This model 

describes a natural language as a kind of logical device that associates with any given 

meaning M the set of all the texts in this language that are expressions o f M (and which 

are consequently synonymous with one another), and with any text T, the set of all the 

meanings that are expressed by T (and that are, so to speak, homonymous with one 

another) [Zholkovskii and Mel’cuk, 1967].

Establishing correspondences between meaning and texts is conceived of as a 

multi-stage process: translating a given meaning, that is, a semantic representation from 

one level to another, until one of the corresponding texts is reached (or vice versa: 

‘translation’ of a given text, that is a phonetic representation, from one level to another, 

until one of the corresponding meanings is reached).

Until recently, the predominant type of monolingual dictionary was the 

comprehensive dictionary, to which the user would refer on encountering an unfamiliar 

word or phrase in a text. In other words, such dictionaries were oriented toward making 

texts comprehensible (i.e., providing for the transition from a text to the meaning 

expressed by it). Using the well known opposition between passive grammar (= text
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understanding) and active grammar (= text production), the ECD tries to provide help in 

moving from meaning to text.

The ECD [Zholkovsky and Mel’cuk, 1988] allows for the representation of three 

basic type o f relations between words. The first type is semantic (paradigmatic) 

relationships between words: e.g., synonymy, semantic proximity, etc.

The second type is syntactic (syntagmatic) relationships between the entry word, 

which is semantically a predicate, and other words or phrases, which may be syntactically 

dependent on it in a sentence and which are the expression of its semantic actants. These 

sentence elements are used to fill in the slots of the active syntactic valence of the entry 

word and are called its actants. The active syntactic valence is specified by means of a 

table called a government pattern.

The pattern includes three parts. For each semantic actant of the entry word, the 

corresponding syntactic actant; the form that each syntactic actant takes on the surface; 

and which of the syntactic actants are incompatible (or, conversely, are inseparable, i.e., 

invariably used together), and under what conditions. The third part of the pattern 

includes the lexical (both paradigmatic and syntagmatic) relationships between the entry 

word and those other words that can either replace it in a text (under specific 

circumstances), or be joined to it in more or less fixed word combinations (also known as 

phraseological combinations).

For several years, Nicoletta Calzolari and her team at the University of Pisa have 

been working on the development of a large lexical database designed to be a repository 

of the entire vocabulary of Italian almost as detailed as the ECD. They have collected 

approximately 106,000 lemmas or root forms, more than one million word forms, and
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about 186,000 definitions. Their database contains morphological syntactic, semantic, and 

thesaurus information [1988]. The semantic relations included in their database are 

shown in Figure 2.

hierarchical relations; 
synonymy relations; 
derivational relations;
other taxonomies not organized on the IS-A relation; 
co-occurrence or collocation relations; 
terminological sublexicons; 
case-type or argument relations; 
lexical fields;

Figure 2. Components of Calzolari’s Lexical Date Base

2.4 Research in Arabic Language Processing Elsewhere

Natural Language Processing in the Arabic language still needs a lot of work if we 

compare it with European languages. The first Arabic institution had computers in 1962. 

This was the National Planning Institute in Egypt. Most work there focused on 

Arabization, printing Arabic characters like names and addresses [Ali, 1988a, 1988b]. 

The first application dealing with Arabic computational linguistics was developed by Said 

Haidar in 1973. He built a computer system to deal with Arabic script.

In 1985 the Al-Lamieh company built a morphological system to deal with Arabic 

words. This system can handle vowelized or unvowelized Arabic words. This step was 

very important for Arabization.

Hegazi and Elsharkawi [1986] described a computer aided morphological system 

for vowelized Arabic words. The system was used to support a lexical analyzer for
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diacriticized Arabic text and used to derive the root of the word based on the 

morphological and phonetic rules o f the Arabic language.

El-Dessouki et al. [1988] built an expert system for Arabic sentences by using 

Prolog on the EBM-PC. They implemented a syntactic analyzer. This analyzer can extract 

the triliteral root and generate the morphological patterns for each root and its meaning.

El-Sadany and Hashish [1989] described a morphological system that was able to 

find the root and the morphological stricture of Arabic words that have triliteral roots; 

they tested their system on vowelized words.

Khayat and Al-Muhtaseb [1988] presented a method of knowledge representation 

for natural language. This method divided knowledge into subject and action. Subjects 

were represented in a manner similar to semantic networks; relations among subjects 

were represented by arcs. The system was used in understanding Arabic in a subject 

domain involving human beings, plants, and the interactions between them.

Gheith and Aboul-Ela [1989] presented a Computer Based Arabic Syntax 

Analyzer based on the concept of separation between processing algorithms and linguistic 

information. The aim of their research was to develop a system that can understand 

Arabic and to complete the modeling of Arabic grammar.

Wahba et al. [1990] designed a system used to provide a phonetic transcription for 

an experimental Arabic text-to-speech system. The system could also be used to find 

word base forms for an Arabic speech recognition system. Farghaly [1989] developed a 

natural language understanding system for Arabic. This system (NLUSA) has two main 

components: one is a query language that works on semantic representations of text; the 

other is a subsystem that takes Arabic input and produces a semantic representation
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passing through a level o f  syntactic analysis. Hanash [1989] proposed to build an Arabic 

dictionary for Arabic verbs, since Arabic verb morphology is so complex. He used the 

Almoheet Dictionary by Farozbady, extracted all the verbs, then sorted them 

alphabetically and studied the characteristics of the verbs in addition to their selection 

restrictions.

2.5 Research in Arabic Language Processing at IIT

Work on Arabic Language Processing at Illinois Institute of Technology is led by 

Martha Evens. She established a Laboratory for Research in Arabic Language Processing 

several years ago. During the last seven years eleven students have completed Ph.D. 

dissertations in Arabic Language Processing. Work in Information Retrieval was begun 

by Al-Kharashi [1991], He developed a system called MICRO-AIRS and used it to 

experiment with alternative choices of index terms, words, stems and roots. Jambi [1991] 

designed a system for recognizing Arabic characters. Al-Khrisat [1992a, 1992b] designed 

an Arabic lexicon-thesaurus using lexical-semantic relations to support information 

retrieval. In 1992 Abu-Salem developed a microcomputer-based bibliographic 

information retrieval system for Arabic documents (Arabic IRS), that interprets queries 

and retrieves relevant abstracts using the thesaurus developed by Al-Khrisat. Hammouri 

[1994] built an Arabic lexical database to support natural language processing. Abu- 

Arafah [1995] developed a partial grammar for the Arabic language suitable for machine 

parsing and automatic text generation. In [1995] Hmeidi designed and implemented an 

automatic word and phrase indexing system for information retrieval. Arif [1995] and
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Armouti [1995] designed and implemented AI-Risalah, a pure object-oriented 

programming language with an Arabic language interface.

Al-Shalabi [1996] designed and implemented an Arabic morphological program 

to support language processing applications. Alsamara [1996] built a much larger, more 

detailed Arabic lexical database for the computer sublanguage to support information 

retrieval, text generation, and parsing. I have used Alsamara’s lexicon to develop a list of 

lexical-semantic relations for Arabic, and to use them in building a thesaurus for the 

vocabulary extracted from Arabic abstracts of papers in computer science.
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CHAPTER III 

SYNONYMY EXPERIMENT

Apresyan et al. [1970, p.5] define synonymy as “two words should be 

semantically substitutable for each other, and the meaning of one should be expressible 

through the other in any context.” Synonymy is said to be reflexive, symmetric, and 

transitive [Evens et al., 1983].

The synonymy relation is very important in thesauri and dictionaries. It has also 

played a central role in linguistic theory. It does not seem to be as central in folk 

definitions as taxonomy (Casagrande and Hale, 1967).

Many American linguists have argued that synonymy in the sense defined by 

Apresyan et al. does not exist. Instead, they argue that, if the sounds and the shapes o f the 

words are different, there is no synonymy. Bloomfield was the most influential American 

linguist before Chomsky and his book is still required reading in most American 

Linguistics Departments. He states that two different words never have exactly the same 

meaning. “Each one of a set of forms like quick, fast, swift, rapid, speed, differs from all 

the others in some constant and conventional feature of meaning.” [1933/1965, p. 145]. 

Goodman in his paper on Likeness of Meaning [1966] insists that there are no two 

substitutable words without semantic differences.

I went to ask our Illinois Institute of Technology expert in Philosophy of 

Language, John W. Snapper, Professor of Philosophy, what he thinks about this issue. 

Snapper believes that “there is synonymy if X can be substituted for Y in context C (sub
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X/Y in C) without changing the significance of C, but in this case synonymy is related to 

context C.” He states that no words are substitutable in all contexts.

Khalil Ahmad Khalifeh, a linguist from King Saud University told me that he 

believes that synonymy exists in Arabic Language. He cited their standard text “Science 

of Semantics" by Ahmed Omar [1982].

Lyons [1968] developed the idea of mutual substitutability into an elaborate 

linguistic methodology. It requires five steps (adapted from Lyons, p. 150):

•Take two candidates, both differing in one element.

•Make sure the contexts of both are identical.

•Get informant judgment of sameness of meaning of the items by which the target

sentences differ.

•Place these two items in a variety of sentences.

•Get informant judgments on sameness of meaning in all sentences.

I decided to use this methodology to find out for myself whether synonymy exists 

in our corpus of abstracts.

I took seven abstracts from the Computer Science corpus and identified several 

synonyms. These seven abstracts were chosen because they were successfully parsed by 

Abu-Arafah [1995], I also wrote a program to substitute one for another in the text with 

the goal of getting a better understanding of the synonymy relation.

I displayed the seven abstracts with the synonyms substituted for the original 

words at one of our regular Wednesday meetings of the Arabic Language Processing 

Laboratory. I gave each member of the group a form to fill out with his judgments about 

the substitution. For each substitution I asked people to state whether the resulting
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sentence made perfect sense (100%) or only partial sense (50%) or made no sense at all 

(0%).

To our surprise everybody agreed that the sentences with substitutions were 

perfectly good except for one particular substitution of [L~^> persist] for [ insist]

in thirty abstracts.

Again we had perfect agreement that the result of this substitution was terrible. 

Let me emphasize that all these abstracts belong to the computer sublanguage.

If we had made this substitution in psychology texts we might have obtained 

different results. The definition of synonymy given by Apresyan is not so outrageous; as 

eventually some thirty substitutions were judged to be workable by the group. Note that 

the translations of the abstracts also come from the Proceedings.

Examples of the synonyms in the abstracts:

SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN

SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN
SYN

Q(u)ran }  ] = [ m(u)sh(a)f Holy Book ]
alm(9)Iomat oi—- juii information] = [ albynat data ]
alhdeth ;— recent ] = [ aljdedh ;j— new ] 
mazam ,—i*— most ] = [ glabeh majority ]
almstamlet used ] = [ almsthtmh decided ]
sammna i persist ] = [ as ran a i—-  insist ]
almgdarht  «ii ability ] = [ alstt(a)(9)h capability ]
tgleale j — jz  decrease ] = [ tanges reduce ]
altklfh 3— cost  ] = [ algemh value ]
yast(9)reiz ^ -----   show] = [ ygadem ------ 1 introduce ]
almshbh ^  like ] = [ almm(a)thlah ufuii similar ]
sahlht < -  easy ] = [ basedh o*.-------  simple ]
almrad j i wanted] = [ almtlwb required ]
almjawrh Lj1— adjacent] = [ almhydeh close ]
almkhtalefh different ] = [ almtnaw(9)h variant ]
almhddt Saaaii specified ] = [ alm(9)ynah s— designated ]
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SYN [ almshakel problems ] = [ als(9)wbaht i difficulty]
SYN [ lttheh to show ] = [ Itbsedh to simplify ]

Abstract Number 7

‘ «I jl»VI o ^ t l t  j j '  —W O LajLua A y  " •  ■*' (j-jlill y _ ^ u l l  4 j j l  j i »  IS j-Ia  if l.-x-ill I jjk  .j  j

.  a . ^ i "  • ^LSjV jl.i_LaJI i j  CjLa_jl*-»]l sJ_jJ i "ll •> R a all > ll a j i t a l  . n <  A jila al

^*15j l  < s i  4 j j J a d l  _ j j j i u n M  j j l l  >■*lla tR » <  J  j i a l !  a ^  W~U^J j  a SLA ĵ a

English Translation of Abstract Number 7

Parallel processing techniques are used to increase the speed and efficiency of handling 

remote sensing data. This technique with inter leaving of data from images are proposed 

in order to expedite the performance of Fast Fourier Transfs. The algorithm uses the fast 

transputer processors of simultaneous handling of two or more data streams are 

demonstrated.

Abstract Number 7 (underlined words are inserted synonyms)

a  . al j U V I  A o J L j u a I  ^  R jR  y lA  v * i *^ iR  I.U&

J  J J ^  * ^ l i j V  ^  1 J  V l R  j l  '■ t a l l  O U I j J I  a ^ _ a J  > * il ■>R »  a l l  > il «  j i i . i l  < i c . L j o a

^ 1 5 j l  a j J  a . \ Q >  I I J J  j j  u a ' i l  _ j j l l  i '~ A > J . a < a  o - l_ A  j  o - l - A

In this abstract (#7) each underlined word is a synonym replacing the original word. The 

words involved were [ j>*̂ — . show ,*j—t  introduce], recent, new] and

[oL.a«ii o i.  ̂ in form ation  out, data]. If we look at the meaning of the Arabic text, we find

it reasonable. The sentences with substitutions were judged to be perfectly reasonable and
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to have unaltered meaning. We performed the same experiment with Abstract Number 

17.

Abstract Number 17

( j j a j l l  <— • > j  , J £ 2 i  1 j  I t ' l l  j  A *a  ^ l * >  l l l  I

—M . ^  I ... A s J I a a j j  Â j  , I  ^  *1. j  ^  j  j  J j l X

^  j  ' j  "—fl

English Translation of Abstract Number 17

The paper presents a simple and fast algorithm to determine the shape and width of a 

given Arabic character within Arabic text. The same algorithm is currently implemented 

in a bilingual information retrieval system utilizing the alphanumeric mode of the IBM 

PC/AT. The working and characteristic of the text editor are discussed.

Abstract Number 17 (underlined words are inserted synonyms)

s  JA -  ^ 3  j  'j  j  v*i% ill IJA l_ jta_ )X J

V^4J 4 j lU  .1! , g I A Ifl . ,1 A ■*. H •  * i j  J J  ~ j f -  j  J  ̂  »tlV Jjl-law

In Abstract 17 each underlined word is synonym replacing the original word. The 

substitutions are [ introduce, show], [^V-easy, aI lû  simple],

adjacent, close] and [d j J l  wanted, required]. If we look at the Arabic text,

we find it reasonable. The sentences with substitutions were judged to be perfectly
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reasonable and to have unaltered meaning. We carried out the same experiment with 

Abstract 44.

Abstract Number 44

j  * ' >j .  ..,11 J  ^ J A  ' ' i K  '.* . <-C\ J  i a J a i J j ]  4 all j  <HjL4l IjA  ^ 3

j  ,^a 1 _jji A j i l i i  ( j ic . <HL*1I Jr^_y J  ' . j^ a \T J  vj^L^_jU a.I.Vt <11 ,*1 j  <11 A i l L a l l

^ A  -I  ;  C i U L J I  a  j l  ■»■»■’ 4  . ^ .1  A. II j  A  K  ■*’■ - "  L j a j l  A l l L a J )  ^ u a j s J J j  “a s ,  J

English Translation of Abstract Number 44

Discusses the approach in the planning and designing the required computer 

communications network. Definition of user requirements and network design 

methodology constitutes the core of the planning methodology. User requirements of 

Saudi, universities, banks and Ministries of health and Education are outlined. Three 

different network topologies, namely star, tree and distributed are analyzed for the 

Kingdom situation. Link assignment problem in the design process is tackled. Two basic 

approaches for data security, namely data encryption standard and public key

cryptosystem are briefly described.

Abstract Number 44 (underlined words are inserted synonyms)

j j j  I n  ■ .,11 I  ■ . II  < £ l a l l  ^j a  ' ' i K i . l .  » .  a '  j  h  j  I r e ’l l  4 X -  ^ I L a J I < i l L 4 l  I ^ A  ^ 3

j  . " i l  ^ i . . . l l  / j _ a  j - 1  j _ j i  _ ) £  j j  j  '  j j **A V  j  a  n «  a l l  . a l l  a K » L >  (_r l c '  a J I L o J I

. x L i L i l l  A  j l  . . . .  , A  ■ A. II J  4  J  II 4  K .^ . , . 1 1  1 . U j i  4 _ H x o i l  ,  A c .  J j n l  j  A — . I I I  ^ A j a - ^  n i l ;

.* j*.1-*"
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In Abstract 44 each underlined word is a synonym replacing the orig inal. The 

substitutions are [ show, ^  introduce ], [ different, variant ] and [

-**'1 specified, designated ] If we look at the meaning o f the Arabic text, we find 

it reasonable. The sentences with substitutions were judged to be perfectly reasonable and 

to have unaltered meaning.

Abstract Number 83

t i l l > j a * a ] l  j  i * i M  ^  '■ « "  I 4 1  a  ^ j i l  j  . f . j . j  L J L ^  4  4 j j j x J l  k j l  j j j J A a S I l  ^ o ju i

^  j a J I  (jlc. 3 j ^ L d l  j . j  jJi

ÂxlLue j  4 7-  ̂j j  4J j  , j  4_JLxiII ,jji JjIsj j  ,

English Translation of Abstract Number 83

The design, simulation and implementation of SPARC- a special purpose computer for 

Arabic text processing are discussed. The machine includes special instruction to handle 

Arabic characters along with their shapes and vowels (Harakat). The system will be 

particularly useful for office automation and for Arabic databases where unvowelizwd 

and vowelized text might be mixed. The advantage of this computer are: reduced overall 

system cost, improved performance and throughput, ease of programming and flexibility 

in character manipulation.
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Abstract Number 83 (underlined words are inserted synonyms)

il  •> o - l r x  j  '  j  »  -» j  . f . j . j  I a I i ^  '  a  -  w " . . .  „  U C j I  A j i l t  f r

, J j^.yill «_ijaJI ,_,!£. SjjLJI IgJ j  Uj>_ai j i  ^

j ^ j j x i l  '  < a J L u e  j  4 - y . j i  a J  ? j j l j j i l  j  A a I L x a J I  j j o i A ^ j j  ^ 4 _ i l S o l l  J j l a j  o j a a J I  j

In this Abstract 83 each underlined word is a synonym substituted for the original 

as follows: [^*^> most, majority ], [AU«~i...<ll used, decided ], [U— = persist,

U jja J  insist], [ decrease, reduce] and [ iilSlll cost, value]. The sentences

with substitutions were perfectly correct except for the particular substitution of [\i^»

persist, l - o ^ i  insist]. If we look at the meaning of the Arabic text we find a problem in 

the new text at this point.

Note that the results here suggest that synonymy does exist at least with the 

Computer Science sublanguage. The problem in the Abstract 83 suggest that with

polysemous words, like ^  persist, insist], we need to consider word senses, not

words. The WordNet created at Princeton University by George Miller and a team of 

colleagues uses “synsets“ to handle this problem [Miller et al., 1990]. In other words, 

they record of synonymy between word senses, not between words.
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CHAPTER IV 

LEXICAL-SEMANTIC RELATIONS 

4.1 Definitions

A lexical-semantic relation is a rule that links words together. These links may 

represent semantic, syntactic, or morphological relationships. The properties of a relation 

are important, since they enable us to make inferences. These relations should be made a 

part of an Arabic lexicon.

4.2 Taxonomy

Taxonomy can be used to relate nouns or adjectives or verbs: a swan ISA bird 

and a bird ISA animal. Taxonomy has the transitivity property. If A ISA B and B ISA C, 

then A ISA C. Computer models of memory have used taxonomy extensively starting 

with Quillian [1968] and Raphael [1968].

Example:

Tax [ Lion j— ■' ] = [ Animal j ' „ _ ]

4.3 Antonymy

Antonymy is not an easy relation to describe even though this relation is familiar. 

Casagrande and Hale [1967, p. 183] discovered that antonymy appears often in Papago 

folk definitions. They classified as antonymy all examples in which x is described as “the 

negation of y, its opposite.” Researchers have identified the following kinds of 

oppositeness [Evens et al. 1983].
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Anti [ sakh(i)n hot ] = [ bar(i)d cold ]

where assertion of one implies the denial of the other, but the denial o f one does not 

imply the assertion of the other.

Comp [ mutazawij married ] = [ a9zab single ]

The assertion of one implies the denial of the other and the other way around.

Conv [ yu9ty J**> give ] = [ yaakhuth -> take ]

The converse of give is take. We describe this as conversiveness. The core meaning 

is the same but the arguments are switched.

Reck [ zawji husband] = [ zawjh «-_.j wife ]

Reck stands for reciprocal kinship. This relation can be used to represent 

relationships between people [Evens and Smith, 1978].

4.4 Grading

Grading has been used by different researchers and authors to refer to linearly 

ordered, or scalar continua. Casagrande and Hale [1967, p. 184] defined grading as 

“where x is defined with respect to its placement in a series or spectrum that includes y.” 

Grading is not reflexive or symmetric but some types of grading are transitive; others are 

not.

Examples:

Queuing [ elahad Sunday ] = [ elthnean Monday ]

Stage [jled j-i*- ice ]=[ mai cl* water]
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Here, the queuing relation seems to be transitive but the stage relation is not.

4.5 Attribute

The attribute or modification relation is used to describe distinguishing aspects of 

nouns or verbs. Casagrande and Hale [1967, p. 168] classify as attributive any definition

in which “X is defined with respect to one or more distinctive or characteristic attributes

Y.”

Examples:

Time [ h(a)r ^  hot ] = [ S(a)yf summer ]
Color [ sma’ —.— - sky ] = [ ezarga’a i j j i  blue ]
Home [ jamal j —<- camel ] = [ sahra'a o d e s e r t  ]

4.6 Collocational Relations

Collocational relations are found by the study of repeated co-occurrences of 

words in consistent patterns. The following collocation relations are derived from the 

work of Apresyan et al. [1970].

Cont [ s(a)lam *•*-. peace ] = [ y(a)hf(a)th maintain ]

The Cont relation relates a noun to the verb meaning to cause it to continue. The Fact 

relation also relates nouns to verbs. In this case the associated verb indicates the 

standard function of the noun. Sometimes these verbs are called “functional verbs.”

Fact [ thyab clothes ] = [ y(a)lb(a)s _-_ jl. wear ]
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4.7 Paradigmatic Relations

Paradigmatic relations relate words that have the same core meaning. Sometimes, 

the relation is expressed by a kind of derivational morphology.

Examples:

Become [ ahmr j— red ] = [ ahmmar y ^  redden ]

Mode [ yalbas ŵjl. wear ] = [ shaAby traditional ]
Terminate [juo(9) hunger] = [ ysh(9) ^  satiate]

4.8 Part-Whole

In 1967, Casagrande and Hale called the part-whole relation “the constituent 

relation” and described it as “X is defined as being a constituent or part of Y“ [p. 156].

“In English the part-whole relation seems to be expressed most often with have, of, or the

possessive”. The part-whole relation is important for Arabic.

[ ras _-ij head ] = part [ jesm ,— *■ body ]
[ worayga petal ] = part [ zahre »j»j flower ]
[ isba w.i finger ] = part [ yad hand ]
[ yad hand ] = part [ jesm ,— *■ body ]

The part-whole relation has been proven to be very important in definition-making as 

demonstrated by Smith’s study [1985], which found part to be the second most common 

noun used in noun definitions in Webster’s Seventh Collegiate Dictionary

[Iris et al., 1988] analyzed the use of the part-whole concept and the word “part” 

in definitions of body-part words. After they analyzed dictionary data, they found the
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part-whole relation to have four different senses: the relation of the functional component 

to its whole, the relation of the segment to the segmented whole, the membership relation, 

and the set inclusion relation.
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CHAPTER V 

DATA AND DATABASE

This chapter describes the design of the database in which I have stored the 

information about lexical-semantic relationships that I extract from the Arabic abstracts 

of papers in computer science. This database is an extension of the one developed by 

Alsamara and described in his thesis [1996]. I agree completely with the relational 

database approach used by Alsamara.

This database approach has several advantages. The data model is completely 

independent of how data is stored and accessed. The resulting database is a combination 

lexicon and thesaurus like those described by Calzolari [1988] and Evens [Evens et al., 

1991]. Alsamara’s lexicon database is a relational database stored in the PC Access 

System marketed by Microsoft. It is designed to store sixteen bit characters and it is 

available for use with Arabic Windows.

Abu-Salem [1992] entered 120 abstracts. Hmeidi entered 122 more to give us 242 

abstracts, which he used in a series of information retrieval experiments [Hmeidi et al., 

1997], The lexicon developed by Alsamara was extracted from a corpus of 242 abstracts 

of papers in computer science from the Saudi Arabian National conferences.

Alsamara’s lexical database contains five tables. The Main Table has entries for 

each word in the 242 abstracts in our corpus. The other four tables are the Verb Table, the 

Particle Table, the Noun Table, and the Adjective Table. (Although adjectives and nouns 

are usually considered to be the same part of speech in Arabic, Alsamara separated them 

because of the necessity of storing masculine and feminine forms for adjectives.) My
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database is stored as a group of tables added to the core set of five tables defined and built 

by Alsamara. As a first step I entered 16 more abstracts and then added to Alasamara’s 

database all the new words in those 16 abstracts. This gave me an opportunity to get 

thoroughly familiar with Alsamara’s work.

I have considered two different approaches to the problem of extending the lexical 

database to support the thesaurus that I am building. The simplest approach is to add just 

one table to contain all the word-relation-word triples, sorted by the first word in the 

triple. This approach is ideal if the most common use is to find all words related to a 

given word. It will not work so well when we need to manage applications where we 

want to use some relations but not others.

The alternative design is one in which data about different relations is stored in 

separate tables. This design supports a wide variety of applications. I have implemented 

the thesaurus in this form first. If this design proves to create performance problems for a 

particular type of application, I can write a simple SQL program to produce combined 

tables. My design for the Thesaurus Database appears in Figure 5 below. It uses 

Alsamara’s Main Table plus a table for each of the major relations in the thesaurus.

5.1 Thesaurus Tables

The thesaurus contains approximately 4547 different word forms (258 Arabic 

abstracts of papers in computer science)

Relation No. of Entries

Antonymy 1073
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Synonymy 2303

Taxonomy 210

Grading 300

Attribute 150

Collocational Relations 190

Part-Whole 180

Paradigmatic Relations 141

Total 4547

Taxonomy Main Table Grading

Part-WholeAttribute Synonymy

Antonymy Paradigmatic Collocational

Figure 3. Organization of the Thesaurus Database

The Synonymy Table contains words and their synonyms. Each word from the first 

column of the Synonymy Table (Figure 4) appears in the Main Table.

Word Synonym

o t .  juii Information 

:— ijJ-i Recent

oULJi Data 

j___-oi-i New

Figure 4. Synonymy Table for Arabic Words
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In the Taxonomy Table we store all ISA relationships between words. The Taxonomy 

Table for Arabic words is illustrated in Figure 5.

Word Taxonvm

j—i Lion J' j— Animal

Microcomputer U- Computer

Figure 5. Entries in the Taxonomy Table.

In the Antonymy Table we store all examples of opposites found in the abstracts. 

A small piece of the Antonymy Table for Arabic words is illustrated in Figure 6.

Word Antonvm

hot jjb cold

~ married single

Figure 6. Entries in the Antonymy Table

5.2 Methodology for Finding Thesaurus Entries

Most Arabic dictionaries are organized in the traditional way; each entry consists 

of a root and all its derivatives. I searched entries for related words and then tried to 

figure out the relationships involved. The Arabic dictionaries do not include all semantic 

relations many of the new technology related words that appear in the Arabic Computer 

Science abstracts did not appear in the dictionary at all. The Computer Science abstracts 

do not handle vowelization. The lack of vowelization in the abstracts sometimes made it 

hard to ascertain the words in question. I also followed Apresyan’s definitions o f the
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different semantic relations; with new words this seemed to be a more suitable way to 

find thesaurus entries. The problem of prefixes and suffixes is avoided using these 

definitions, and entries can be found for any word without going back to its root.
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CHAPTER VI 

THE THESAURUS INTERFACE

While building the Thesaurus required a great deal of the manual effort, there are 

several ways in which the computer provided support for this effort. I have stored those 

relationships in different files using a Microsoft Access Database. Also, I wrote a 

program in Visual Basic as an interface to read those files from the database, so that the 

user can enter a word and find all the related words. The system can be used to enter 

relationships as well. This application requires a Microsoft Arabic Windows 

environment to run.

Table 1. System Requirements for the Thesaurus

Component Description/Comment

Microprocessor

RAM

Hard disk

Microsoft Windows 95

80386 or higher 

8MB

A hard disk is required 

Arabic Version 7

Mouse Recommended

I designed and implemented an Arabic Thesaurus containing the vocabulary of the 

258 computer science abstracts. The system was designed to help the user invoke various 

procedures for manipulating the system from a Graphic User Interface (GUI). It is
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Windows 95 oriented and menu driven. The instructions for using this system are very 

simple:

• Double-click on the Windows icon from the Program Manager.

• Enter the word you want to search for and click on the relation you want.

The user has the opportunity to print the relationships that appear in each window. The 

user can exit by hitting the EXIT button.
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HEJE3

<wJI iSIt s— —23l»

.ii.. .^n i-jx* Se a o «iii « i i» i iS*

jj^B S tart g y  Microsoft Word Ar... (5. .**11

0 X1J  X*NiSi o C l j l i i i j J  4«StJ (fjfr hfc Aj {4 <*l£j| J&ol :CL*JbL»

&»-«• | i— |

= s r r  j o *

Figure 7. Basic Information Window.
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.< *nm » g |.» -im a o— » is* nu. ■■■ a iit\

j j

.♦jUkJI «3X*J «^tj jje  faUj fi^+ U I i u J  <u£l J*-il :0UeU5

^ S > a r t |[ o ^ — =■ mm •St sHl j f B B b i a  11:52 <■

Figure 8 . Synonymy Window. Figure 8 shows the Synonymy Window. The user has 
entered the word L^-*] and found the S y nonym f-j^ ] listed in the window.
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— .LLII HE3E3

. a -ki

M ' A1W i> SSg

SXc a*

• ***

.*j|tr̂ tB OiUJI SkiIm VjftJ wljUli)P ^  fafcjj {w ^*11 yJ <»J£J1 Jjn) I ;wUJftS

Sjj-A 5—cM* I

^ |S H r t |  g y  Microsoft WotdAr...|| wj—U ll... J C j B  ( 5 3  |<fcHiM0fiJ 10:36<

Figure 9. Antonymy Window. Figure 9 shows the Antonymy Window. The user has 
entered the word [heat, iy> '], and found the Antonym [cold, «„•,>"], listed in the
Window.
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HE3E3

oL_i5JI J-Jile >jj|j *H < itf-

iLm» ate!

Xjt T̂ tn Sjĵ Om OmM 1̂*1 &ljLi»]S ^ iU tS^ fi ̂ fĉdh*JI ^«JI ^  I ;ylfJk2

sjj—► a-rfLU

jgBStartl gyMicrosoftWoidAt... 11Q .y»tt tf.j~ .U Jl... J [ H  1 5 3 8  I ' & B l M S f i J  10:41 f

Figure I0. Attribute Window. Figure 10 shows the Attribute Window. The user has 
entered the word [spectrum, _>u*i] and found the Attribute [colors, ji Jf] listed in
the window.
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  •LLlI HH E3

&1-*' : ? .JK» J_*>t

iXc g—sjJIIX—S2te J jIj—31 «__}**

g g g ! ? y 'F n iij l  4l2U

.SjLSfcJI 4*̂*1 Oj&*J CAJupif'jfi 4<fti  fjJc- UJLAj **Sfl I :wL**U5

£jl>—► <■ ■■ frl

j^ jS ta r t | gyMiacwoftWoidAi... [ Q_>J1 + j ^ m . . .  J I U M  | v M ~ ~  I ^ B S S a T  10:46 <

Figure 11. Part-Whole Window. Figure 11 shows the Part-Whole Window. The 
user has entered the word and found [finger, ~u>i] Part [hand . j-J listed in the 
window.
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H R E 3

tUfl

tXCr »•**

.11. A"J> i)U < iHr

jjjfJSi^  <3iUJI <*mm w(^Ul^]|l **515 ^  k M | (w ^  J^>1 ;wUJi5

gjj—► | *—*M»

gBStatt | gy Microsoft W«dAt— Q. >»JI «lill._ j  | [ J | ^

Figure 12. Grading Window. Figure 12 shows the Grading Window. The user has 
ientered the word and found the [water, ti—L>] Grad [ice, ^  ] listed in the 
window.
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u»j w n c

4b*l 4Ĵ l£

d i t , ■ «.»« i— iato( 5__i>oai J_iae

.SjUieefl 333UI *»w# ojiL*l £i\j\mkii''!fl X̂Xi 1»« ijj {£ ipitAiJI &j*M 4jj 3̂̂ *1 :CUJa5

«*>-<■

^ S t a i t |  jgyMicrosoftWofdAr... Q .^ J I  >I?H... J O J jsfcQBA&i 11:01,

Figure 13 Collocation Relation Window. Figure 13 shows the Collocation Window. 
The user has entered the word [trees, and found the collocation [forest, oluji]
listed in the window.
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jL - id * —3Xe 3X6 g —i j J j  * _ iX 6

JflU»>iSX6 4Lil 0X6 /  ■* *v*~ a g g g i ’T " .

.SjLSj~J1 «3X*JI **wSi **>uJ cljU&^R **il3 ,jJ6 bfcJj fS «f>3 i*l£H Ji>»1 :>*UiU»

5JJ-J- I «-*M*

i^ S ta i l  | g y  Microsoft Word At... | f t. >*fl ■ ^ s r  j o *  l ^ l l i  ^ 0 S & i J  11:521

Figure 14. Paradigmatic Relation Window. Figure 14 shows the Paradigmatic Relation 
Window. The user has entered the word [perish, and found the related word
[disappear, listed in the window.
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CHAPTER VII 

MORPHOLOGY

Morphology is the study of word structure [Ritchie et al„ 1992], the area of 

Linguistics that is concerned with studying the internal structure of words. There are two 

kinds of morphology: derivational and inflectional morphology. Derivational morphology 

is the formation of new words from existing words. Inflectional morphology involves 

adding affixes in order to produce different forms. The best choice of morphological 

information for the lexicon of the Arabic language is still an issue of great controversy. 

Some researchers believe that the lexicon must be based on roots: others believe it has to 

contain all inflected forms.

In some languages, such as English, the common practice is to store all words 

needed, including those formed by adding prefixes and suffixes to other words [Yahya, 

1989]. There are systems that store all the inflected forms of a lexical entry because of 

efficiency considerations [Ingria, 1987]. The strategy of storing all possible words in 

Arabic, which is used for some systems in the English language, does not appear to be 

practical.

One of the easiest ways to understand which form variants should be stored in the 

lexicon-thesaurus is to consider the parser. A parser is presented with many sentences; the 

sentence, in turn, is made up of sequences of characters delimited by white spaces. Such 

strings of characters (orthographic words) can be one of the following:
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Root: the word is not derived from any other word.

Stem: the word is derived from a root word. Most stems denote a related entity, 

action, or concept.

Augmented word: the word is either a stem word or root word with bound 

morphemes, attached to it. The term “bound morphemes” is used to denote specifically 

the prefixed definite article, pronominal suffixes, and certain prepositions, which are 

attached to the words they modify without a word space.

The morphology of the Arabic language depends on a root-pattem structure. Most 

Arabic words are built up on a basic consonantal skeleton. The two concepts of root and 

pattern are fundamental to the structure of Arabic words. The root usually has some 

fundamental kernel of meaning, which is expanded or modified by the pattern. A verb 

root is usually a sequence of three consonants (a triliteral root). Yahya [1989] defined a 

root word as a word that is not derived from any other word or any combination of words. 

Some roots contain four letters or five letters. Al-Shalabi [1996] found that 95% of the 

Arabic word types in the abstracts are derived from a triliteral root.

An example of a root is the consonant sequence KTB. The core meaning of this 

root is the concept of “writing”.

For example:

[ k(a)t(a)ba he wrote ]
[ iketbu s"i they write ]
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7.1 Tasrif

The Arabic word for morphology has the root (sif). The basic idea is changing 

direction, averting, and flowing freely. Tasrif is the total range of morphological patterns 

derived from a given root [Owens, 1988]. The Tasrif of the root "ktb" (concerning 

writing) is shown as an example in Figure 16.

Figure 15. The Tasrif of the Root (ktb)

Word Pattern Relation

kataba f(a)9(a)l(a) past

yaktubu y(a)f91 (u) imperfect

maktub m(a)f9(u)wl past participle

takataba 1 U a X l t(a)f(a)9(a)l(a) reciprocal

Tasrif describes the changes in the word as different form variants derived from the 

same root.

7.2 Ishtiqaq

“Ishtiqaq" in Arabic is the process of forming one word form and meaning from 

another, which involves a change in both form and meaning [Owens, 1988]. Most Arabic 

words are derived from roots by adding affixes to the root. Ishtiqaq refers to seven nouns, 

all derived from verbs: the comparative noun, the active and passive participles, the
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verbal nouns of time and place, the verbal noun of instrument, and the noun of 

exaggeration.

Examples:

[walad x<. boy]=[waladan two boys] by adding the suffix 

[ktb ^  writing]=[yaktbu writes] by adding the prefix

7.3 Added Sounds and Morphemes

When we talk about tasrif, we are concerned with the root and morphological 

pattern. Augmented or derived words contain a root morpheme and suffix. For example:

al-rajul the man (def + man)

katab-a they (dual) wrote
katab-u they (masculine plural) wrote

Figure 16. Augumented Morphemes and Morphological Patterns

In this example, there are two obvious candidates for segmental morphemes, a root and 

prefix and verb + pronoun suffix.

In the structure of the lexicon-thesaurus it is necessary to distinguish various 

pieces of information regarding orthographic words. Such information, therefore, can be 

used by natural language application systems, in order to associate each word presented to 

the system with at least one word in the lexicon-thesaurus. In case of augumented words, 

it is necessary to identify the prefixed definite article and suffixed pronouns and other 

affixes before any other processing.
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CHAPTER VIII 

CONCLUSION

8.1 Summary

The major goal of the research described in this thesis was to find all the 

relationships between the words that occur in the Alsamara Lexicon, to investigate 

lexical-semantic relations for Arabic and make a list of appropriate ones, and use them in 

building a thesaurus. The vocabulary in the Alsamara lexicon was extracted from our 

corpus of 258 Arabic abstracts of papers in computer science in machine readable form. 

This thesaurus was designed to support several natural language applications including 

information retrieval parsing and text generation; it will be tested in ongoing research at 

the Arabic Language Processing Laboratory at Illinois Institute of Technology and in 

future research on the Arabic language. My own first goal was to learn a variety of things 

about the language, most particularly about relationships between word form and word 

meaning.

We realized that much of the work done for other languages such as English in the 

field of lexicon design for natural language applications is applicable to the Arabic 

language. Some relations seem to be language universal, particularly taxonomy (often 

called the IS-A relation by computer scientists). Others are language specific.

We started with the relational database created by Alsamara and redesigned it to 

store relationships between words as well as the words themselves. We created thesaurus 

entries. We wrote a program in Visual Basic as an interface to retrieve words and 

relationships from the database, so that the user can select the appropriate relation or
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related word. This application requires a Microsoft Arabic Windows 95 environment 

and Visual Basic Version 5.0 to run.

8.2 Future Research

The first area that needs further research is the expansion of the thesaurus to cover 

a more extensive vocabulary. Most of the papers in the our corpus involve computer 

science. My next version will include the vocabulary from a newspaper corpus, the A1 

Raya corpus, and investigate the lexical semantic relations between those words.

The second area of planned research is to study the effectiveness of the thesaurus 

in Information Retrieval. I am already planning an experiment with Akkawi‘s system

[1998],

A third area o f planned research to use the thesaurus to support natural language 

understanding.

Finally, we want to try out the system with other natural language applications 

including text generation.
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APPENDIX 

LIST OF WORDS AND SYNONYMS
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